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ABSTRACT 47 

Advance detection and green extension schemes are widely applied in practice as a typical 48 
solution to the safety issues associated with the intersection dilemma zone (DZ) problem. Most 49 
existing detector configurations were either developed based on the traditional Type I DZ model 50 
in which some critical contributing factors were assumed static, or based on generic Type II DZ. 51 
A comparison analysis based on field-observed trajectory data showed that the option zone 52 
model estimated the location of dilemma zone most accurately among all available dilemma 53 
zone models. The authors’ recent research on the quantitative modeling of option zone’s 54 
contributing factors made it possible to accurately identify the option zone locations. That lays 55 
out a solid foundation for developing an option zone-based detection scheme in order to achieve 56 
the most effective and efficient dilemma zone protection. This paper presents an alternative 57 
advance detector configuration for option zone protection via optimization trials within a 58 
calibrated VISSIM simulation model. The optimization objective was to minimize the combined 59 
cost of dilemma hazard (safety) and delay (mobility). Dilemma Conflict Potential, a 60 
comprehensive dilemma hazard model was used to quantitatively measure the safety 61 
performance, as a replacement for the traditional measure of “number of vehicles in dilemma 62 
zone”. The optimal configuration was evaluated and validated via its comparison with four 63 
widely-applied detector configurations in the nation. The results revealed the superiority of the 64 
developed optimal detector configuration in terms of the best safety performance and the least 65 
combined cost of dilemma hazard and delay among all configurations. 66 
 67 
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INTRODUCTION 86 
As a major cause of rear-end and right-angle crashes at high speed signalized intersections, 87 
dilemma zone is regarded as one of the most critical intersection safety issues that have not been 88 
fully solved yet (1). To address the safety issue caused by dilemma zone, the most economical 89 
and widely applied solution is placing advance point detectors (e.g., small-area inductive loop 90 
detectors) in advance of the dilemma zones (2). With the advance detection, vehicles can be 91 
detected during the course when they approach the intersection. Extended green time was hence 92 
given by the controller to clear these vehicles out of the dilemma zone before the signal’s 93 
transition to yellow indication. When developing an advance detector configuration, there is 94 
always a trade-off between the safety performance and the intersection’s operational efficiency. 95 
Extending the green time on the major road will cause a longer delay on the minor street, as well 96 
as a longer cycle length, which will degrade the overall operational efficiency of the intersection. 97 
Therefore, how to achieve a balance between safety and operational efficiency is of great interest 98 
for practitioners and researchers.  99 

FHWA’s Traffic Detector Handbook (2) gives guidelines for advance detector’s 100 
placement, including Winston-Salem configuration (2), SSITE configuration (3-4), and Beirele 101 
configuration (5). However, most of these configurations were developed before 1980, when 102 
there was a lack of standard measures of effectiveness and powerful simulation tools for 103 
quantitatively evaluating the safety and operational performance of these detection systems. The 104 
dilemma zone locations used to develop these configurations, such as Type I dilemma zone 105 
estimated using static parameters (2, 5) and based on engineering judgment (3-4),  were not 106 
comparable to the actual locations of dilemma zone of today due to the rapid advance in 107 
vehicular technology and change in driver behavior during the past few decades.  108 

In summary, it has been more than thirty years since those advance detector 109 
configurations recommended by FHWA were developed. The location of dilemma zone has 110 
already changed (17, 24, 25). Regarding these facts, an updated advance detector configuration 111 
based on the updated dilemma zone location is highly demanded. In this context, this paper is 112 
dedicated to developing an updated advance detector configuration, which is based on the recent 113 
findings of locations of dynamic option zones. Moreover, the proposed detector configuration is 114 
to be optimized by maximizing the combined safety and operational performance using the state-115 
of-the-art traffic simulation tools.   116 

 117 

LITERATURE REVIEW 118 
There are two types of dilemma zone (i.e., Type I and Type II) with completely different 119 
definitions. The Type I dilemma zone was defined  by Gazis et al. as a zone in which at the onset 120 
of yellow indication the driver can neither clear the intersection during the yellow interval nor 121 
safely stop before the stop line (6). A longer yellow interval could eliminate the Type I dilemma 122 
zone. However, it would produce a longer option zone at the same time (7-9). The option zone is 123 
the zone in which vehicles can either pass the intersection during the yellow time or safely stop 124 
before the stop line. Researchers found option zone is also hazardous, because drivers in option 125 
zone are also very likely to get involved in rear-end and right angle accident (7, 8). This fact 126 
suggests that protection should be given to both Type I dilemma zone and option zone. The 127 
locations of Type I dilemma zone and option zone are determined by the minimum stopping 128 
distance (Xc) and the maximum yellow-light-running distance (X0) (6). When Xc is greater than 129 
X0, the Type I dilemma zone forms. When X0 is greater than Xc, the option zone exists. 130 
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Mathematically, X0 and Xc are mainly contributed by driver’s minimum perception-reaction time 131 
(PRT), maximum deceleration rate for stopping, and, maximum acceleration rate for running.  132 
Due to the lack of qualitative knowledge about these factors, they are typically assumed to have 133 
constant nominal values in most practices (2, 10, 11).  134 

This lack of such quantitative knowledge about the contributing factors prevented 135 
accurate computations of dilemma zone. To overcome this problem, Zegeer proposed another 136 
definition of dilemma zone using driver’s stopping probability in response to the yellow 137 
indication (12). His dilemma zone was defined as the road segment where more than 10% and 138 
less than 90% of the drivers would choose to stop. This definition was further known as the Type 139 
II dilemma zone or indecision zone (IZ) (13-16). The advantage of Type II dilemma zone is that 140 
it can be easily computed through obtaining the driver’s stopping probability model from binary 141 
logistic regression analysis.  142 

Recent research conducted by the authors investigated real-world drivers’ acceleration 143 
and deceleration behavior in response to the yellow indication. The results revealed that the 144 
contributing factors to Type I dilemma zone and option zone are dynamic rather than static (17). 145 
They also established numerical models of these contributing factors as functions of vehicle’s 146 
speed and intersection approach’s 85th percentile speed. With the quantitative knowledge of 147 
these contributing factors, the traditional Type I dilemma zone and option zone models were 148 
hence updated to reflect more accurate locations of the zones. The dynamics of dilemma zone 149 
was also explored in other research (26, 27).  150 

Due to the lack of standard measures of effectiveness for quantitatively evaluating the 151 
safety and operational performance, advance detector configurations proposed in early time 152 
(before 1980) were mostly developed without optimization (2-5). In 1993, Bonneson and McCoy 153 
introduced the use of maximum allowable headway (MAH) as a quantitative measure of 154 
effectiveness for evaluating the advance detection system (18). They found small-MAH design is 155 
supposed to have lower max-out frequency as well as lower overall delay. Recently, Bonneson 156 
and Pratt continued their work by proposing a practical framework for evaluating the advance 157 
detection configurations (19). The framework was useful for determining the optimal passage 158 
time for achieving a high safety performance.   159 

In 2009, Li and Abbas started to use simulation tool for optimizing the advance detector 160 
configuration (20). A traffic simulation program developed by them was used as the simulation 161 
test bed. Their proposed advance detector configuration was based on the Type II dilemma zone 162 
model, and was optimized using genetic algorithm whose objective is to minimize both the 163 
dilemma zone cost and the delay cost. Specifically, a new traffic-conflict-based safety measure, 164 
called the dilemma hazard, was used to evaluate the safety performance. The dilemma hazard 165 
model in their research was calibrated using simulation.   166 

 167 
USE OF OPTION ZONE MODEL IN ESTIMATING DILEMMA ZONE  168 
Most advance detector configurations were developed based on either traditional (static) Type I 169 
dilemma zone model (2, 5) or generic Type II dilemma zone model (3, 4, 6, 16, 20) which 170 
assumes fixed dilemma zone boundaries (e.g., 2 to 5 seconds from the stop line). Some states 171 
like Minnesota, uses 5.5 seconds from the stop line to define the upstream boundary of Type II 172 
dilemma zone when developing their advance detection scheme. The potential use of option zone 173 
model has not been discussed in the literature. In fact, there is a lack of literature documenting a 174 
comparison between alternative dilemma zone models in terms of the accuracy in estimating the 175 
actual dilemma zone. In this research, an accuracy indicator for dilemma zone estimation is 176 
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introduced, which is the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) for the horizontal distance between 177 
the boundary curve of an alternative dilemma zone model and the most closely stopped vehicles 178 
or the furthest yellow-light-running vehicles. The yellow-light-running vehicle is defined as a 179 
vehicle entering the intersection on yellow. The RMSE can be calculated using the following 180 
equation.  181 

2[ ( ) ]
n

DZ bound i i
i

X V X
RMSE

n

− −
=
∑

      (1) 182 

Where, RMSE  = the root-mean-squared-error;  183 
XDZ-bound (Vi)  = the boundary computed by the alternative dilemma zone model (ft); 184 
Xi  = the observed minimum stopping distance or maximum yellow passing 185 

distance (ft); and, 186 
n  = the number of all observed minimum stopping distance or maximum 187 

yellow passing distances.  188 

Figure 1.a shows an example of the calculation of RMSE for upper boundary (X0) of the option 189 
zone model.  190 

 191 
(a) 192 
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 193 
(b) 194 

 195 
(c) 196 
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 197 
(d) 198 

FIGURE 1 Accuracy in estimating the actual dilemma zone. 199 
According to its statistical implication, the smaller the RMSE is, the better the boundary 200 

curve of the alternative dilemma zone model fits the observed maximum yellow-light-running 201 
distances or minimum stopping distances. Therefore, a smaller RMSE reflects a higher accuracy 202 
for estimation of the actual dilemma zone. Figures 1.b and 1.c compare the lower and upper 203 
boundaries of the traditional dilemma zone (computed using assumed constant contributing 204 
factor values recommended by ITE, i.e. 1s for PRT, 10 ft/s2 for deceleration rate), the dynamic 205 
option zone, and the Type II DZ (i.e., 3.08-5.56s travel time from stop line obtained from logistic 206 
regression based on observed trajectory data from all four study intersections). The RMSEs for 207 
different dilemma zone models are compared in Figure 1.d. The results indicate that boundaries 208 
of the dynamic option zone have the lowest RMSE at all study sites. Results from ANOVA 209 
analysis further validated that the dynamic option zone model has a significantly lower RMSE or 210 
a significantly higher accuracy in estimating dilemma zone than the traditional DZ/option zone 211 
model and the Type II DZ model.  212 

Based on these findings, the dynamic option zone model was identified as the most 213 
appropriate dilemma zone model for developing the advance detection configuration because of 214 
it highest accuracy in estimating the dilemma zone boundary. The reason why the option zone 215 
model was not widely studied is probably the lack of quantitative knowledge about the 216 
contributing factors that determine the location of option zone. The authors’ most recent research 217 
findings on the quantitative modeling of option zone’s contributing factors make it possible to 218 
obtain an accurate option zone model (17). This has paved the road for developing an option 219 
zone based advance detector configuration, which can theoretically maximize the safety and 220 
operational performance of the detection system.  221 

In this paper, an alternative advance detector configuration for option zone protection 222 
was therefore developed specifically based on the dynamic option zone model presented in the 223 
following section. The configuration was optimized to minimize the combined cost of the 224 
dilemma hazard and delay. Finally, the resulted optimal advance detector configuration was 225 
evaluated in terms of both safety and operational performance through comparison with other 226 
existing configurations that are widely used in the US.  227 

 228 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 229 
The entire methodology for developing the optimal advance detector configuration for option 230 
zone protection is illustrated by Figure 2. The configuration was specifically developed based on 231 
the updated dynamic option zone model. The optimization process was conducted in a calibrated 232 
VISSIM traffic simulation test bed. During the optimization, the safety performance was 233 
measured by “Dilemma Conflict Potential” (DCP), a dilemma hazard model proposed in this 234 
research. DCP computed the probability of rear-end and right-angle traffic conflicts faced by 235 
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each approaching vehicle based the vehicle’s and its leading vehicle’s speed and location at the 236 
onset of yellow time. The DCP model was calibrated using field-collected trajectory data. On the 237 
other hand, the operational efficiency was measured by the overall intersection delay obtained 238 
from VISSIM output. During the simulation, the traffic volumes were designed to vary with 239 
different periods of the day (24 hours). The objective function of the optimization was to 240 
minimize the daily combined cost of dilemma hazard and delay. In the end, the resulted optimal 241 
configuration was compared with four classic detector configurations: Bonneson, Beirele, SSITE, 242 
and Winston-Salem configurations (2, 16), in terms of safety performance and operational 243 
efficiency.  244 
 245 

 246 
FIGURE 2 Illustration of the research methodology. 247 

 248 
DYNAMIC OPTION ZONE MODEL 249 
The authors’ recent research revealed the dynamic natures of the contributing factors (i.e., the 250 
minimum PRT for stopping Stopδ

∧ , the maximum deceleration rate for stopping Stopa
∧ , the maximum 251 

acceleration rate Runa
∧  for running, and the minimum PRT for running Runδ

∧ ) to Type I dilemma 252 
zone and option zone (17). The traditional Type I dilemma zone and option zone model was 253 
therefore updated to reflect the dynamic features of the contributing factors. The following 254 
equations are the updated mathematical form for the Type I dilemma zone and option zone 255 
model. 256 

VISSIM Simulation 
Test Bed 

Optimal Advance Detector 
Configuration 

Objective Function: Minimize the  
combined cost of Dilemma Hazard and Delay 

Dynamic Option Zone (OZ) 

All Qualified 
Trajectory data 

during yellow time 

Extract  
using VEVID 

Contributing Factors 

Stopa
∧

, Runa
∧

, Stopδ
∧

, Runδ
∧

Mathematical models of 
contributing factors 

Dilemma Conflict Potential 
 (DCP) Model 

Video Data 

Calibrated  
DCP Model 

Calibrate   

Safety Performance
(Hourly DCP) 

Operational 
Performance 

(Delay) 

Field Collected Data 

Evaluate   
Simulated Vehicle 
Trajectory Output 

Average Delay 
Output 

Develop based on  

Evaluate   

Classic Advance Detector 
Placement Methods 

(Bonneson, Beirele, SSITE,  
Winston-Salem)

Compare  

Optimize  
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2
0

0 85 0 0

0 85

( , ) ( )
2 ( , )

stopc th

stop th

VX V V V V
a V V

δ
∧

∧= +
⋅

          (2) 257 

2
0 0 85 0 0 85 0

1( , , ) ( , ) [ ( )]
2

Run Runth thX V V V a V V Vτ τ τ δ
∧ ∧

= + ⋅ −          (3) 258 

Where,  V0      = vehicle’s approaching speed (ft/s); 259 
V85th          = 85th percentile speed of the intersection approach (ft/s); 260 
Xc(V0, V85th) = critical (minimum) stopping distance from stop line at speed V0 and 261 

under 85th percentile speed V85th (ft); 262 
X0(V0, V85th)    = maximum yellow light running distance from stop line at speed V0 263 

and under 85th percentile speed V85th (ft); 264 
stopδ

∧ (V0, V85th) = minimum PRT for stopping at speed V0 and under 85th percentile 265 
speed V85th (s); 266 

stopa
∧ (V0, V85th)  = maximum deceleration rate for stopping at speed V0 and under 85th 267 

percentile speed V85th (ft/s2); 268 
Runδ

∧ (V0, V85th)  = minimum PRT for yellow light running at speed V0 and under 85th 269 
percentile speed V85th (s); 270 

Runa
∧ (V0, V85th)   = maximum acceleration rate for yellow light running at speed V0 and 271 

under 85th percentile speed V85th (ft/s2). 272 

In Equations (2) and (3), the contributing factors are functions of vehicle’s speed and intersection 273 
approach’s 85th percentile speed.  Specifically they are represented by the following equations: 274 

0 0
0

21.478( ) ( ) 0.445Stop RunV V
V

δ δ
∧ ∧

= = +        (4) 275 

0 85
0 85

36.099 429.692( , ) exp(3.379 ) 9.722stop th
th

a V V
V V

∧ −
= + − +     (5) 276 

0 85 85
0

760.258( , ) 27.91 0.266Run th tha V V V
V

∧

=− + + ⋅       (6) 277 

When Xc > X0, the Type I dilemma zone is formed. In the case of Xc < X0, the Type I 278 
dilemma zone is eliminated, and the roadway segment between X0 and Xc is the option zone. 279 
Previous research also revealed that only option zone exists when the yellow interval is equal or 280 
greater than 4.0 sec, while the Type I dilemma zone is completely eliminated by the long yellow 281 
interval (21). In other words, when the yellow interval is greater than 4.0 sec, protection is only 282 
needed for option zone. Therefore, in this paper, the proposed alternative advance detector 283 
configuration was specially designed for option zone protection due to the fact that most high 284 
speed intersections have a yellow interval greater than 4.0 sec. 285 
 286 
ALTERNATIVE ADVANCE DETECTOR CONFIGURATION FOR OPTION ZONE 287 
PROTECTION  288 
In this research, the goal of the proposed advance detector configuration was twofold: (1) firstly, 289 
to assure the safety of all vehicles traveling in the protected speed range; (2) secondly, to 290 
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maximize the operation efficiency after the safety is guaranteed. Based on this goal, the 291 
following design criteria were established for developing the alternative advance detector 292 
configuration. (See Figure 3)  293 

 294 
FIGURE 3 Illustration of design criteria for the alterntive advance detector configuration. 295 

• The design should be based on the dynamic option zone rather than the static option zone 296 
or the Type II dilemma zone based on the findings that the dynamic option zone model 297 
estimates the actual dilemma zone most accurately among all the three available dilemma 298 
zone models.  299 

• Two advance detectors should be used in the design: upstream and downstream detectors. 300 
• The lowest protected speed should be 30mph, because vehicles traveling below 30mph 301 

can easily manage a safe stop in response to yellow indications. Namely, the downstream 302 
detector should be placed at the beginning of the 30mph option zone.  303 

• The passage time should be the minimum required time for carrying vehicles traveling at 304 
the lowest protected speed, i.e., 30mph, from the downstream detector to the end of the 305 
30mph option zone rather than to the stop line. This could relatively reduce the passage 306 
time in order to maximize the operational efficiency.  307 

• The highest protected speed should be no less than the posted speed limit of the 308 
intersection approach. In other words, the upstream detector should be placed at or 309 
upstream before the beginning of the option zone of the posted speed limit. (e.g., for an 310 
approach having a 50mph speed limit, the upstream detector should be placed at or 311 
upstream before the beginning of the 50mph option zone.) 312 

• The travel time between the two advance detectors should be no longer than the passage 313 
time. In other words, the furthest possible position of the upstream detector should be 314 
located at the passage time (e.g., 2 seconds) from the downstream detector. And, the 315 
highest possible protected speed should be determined by the location of the upstream 316 
detector. Note that the travel time is calculated based on 30mph. This can guarantee that 317 
full protection is given to all vehicles whose traveling speeds are greater than 30mph and 318 
less than the highest protected speed.  319 

• According to the above two criteria, the location of the upstream detector should fall into 320 
the interval [beginning of the option zone of the posted speed limit, the passage time from 321 
the downstream detector]. Its final location should be determined after optimization.  322 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE ADVANCE DETECTOR 323 
CONFIGURATION 324 

Dilemma Conflict Potential as a Measure of Effectiveness for Safety 325 
As a replacement for the traditional measure of “number of vehicles in dilemma zone”, a new 326 
concept of dilemma Conflict Potential (DCP) was proposed in this research to measure the 327 
dilemma hazard faced by each vehicle. DCP is defined as the probability for an approaching 328 
vehicle to have potential traffic conflicts associated with dilemma zone. Typically, the dilemma 329 
zone can result in two major types of traffic conflicts: rear-end (RE) conflict and right-angle (RA) 330 
conflict. A rear-end conflict occurs when the vehicle ahead of the target vehicle stops abruptly 331 
while the target vehicle intends to go. A right-angle conflict takes place when the leading vehicle 332 
chooses to go while the target vehicle attempts to run red. In this context, the DCP model was 333 
designed to address the probability of both right-angle and rear-end conflicts.  334 

TABLE 1 Possible Dilemma Conflict Scenarios and the Corresponding DCP 335 
Scenario Target Vehicle’s Position 

at the Yellow Onset 
Lead Vehicle’s Position at the 

Yellow Onset 
DCP 

1 in Type I DZ any position / none 1 
2 in option zone in option zone 2 2( ) ( )S SRE RADCP DCP+  

3 in option zone in Type I DZ 3 3( ) ( )S SRE RADCP DCP+  

4 in option zone not in any zone / none 4 ( )S RADCP  

5 not in any zone in Type I DZ 5 ( )S REDCP  

6 not in any zone in option zone 6 ( )S REDCP  
7 not in any zone not in any zone 0 

Numerically, the DCP model computes vehicle’s conflict probability based on the 336 
vehicle’s and its leading vehicle’s speed and location at the onset of yellow indication. Seven 337 
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive scenarios at the onset of yellow indication were 338 
considered for modeling DCP. They cover all possible situations that may lead the target vehicle 339 
to a potential rear-end or right-angle conflict. The computation for the DCP for each scenario is 340 
summarized in Table 1. The DCP were mathematically modeled based on the conditional 341 
probability for a vehicle to have traffic conflicts given the vehicle’s maneuver in response to the 342 
yellow indication. The DCP models were calibrated using field-collected trajectory data through 343 
the calibration of these probability models. Detailed modeling and calibration process of the 344 
DCP model can be found in one of the authors’ research reports (21).  345 

 346 
Objective Function and Constraint of the Optimization 347 
The optimization aimed at obtaining a configuration of detectors, which can maximize both 348 
safety performance and operational efficiency. The safety performance was assessed by the total 349 
number of dilemma zone related traffic conflicts per hour (CHourly-Total). A smaller CHourly-Total 350 
reflects a better safety performance. As introduced in the previous subsection, DCP is the 351 
probability for an approaching vehicle to have dilemma zone related traffic conflicts. Therefore, 352 
the summation of the DCPs of all vehicles traveling on the main street for one hour represents 353 
the total number of the dilemma zone related traffic conflicts per hour. This relationship can be 354 
expressed by the following equation.  355 
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1 hour

Hourly Total i
i

C DCP
−

− = ∑         (7) 356 

Where, CHourly-Total  = total number of DZ related traffic conflicts per hour (conflict);  357 
DCPi   = dilemma conflict potential for the approaching vehicle i (conflict).  358 

The operational efficiency was assessed by the overall intersection delay (DOverall). A smaller 359 
DOverall reflects a better operational efficiency. The overall intersection delay was the weighted 360 
average delay of all movements, which can be quantitatively represented by the following 361 
equation.  362 

Overall i i i
i i

D D Q Q= ⋅∑ ∑         (8) 363 

Where, DOverall  = overall intersection delay per vehicle (sec/veh); 364 
 Di   = the delay for movement i (sec/veh); 365 

Qi   = the hourly flow rate for movement i (veh/hr). 366 

Considering that the measures of safety and operational efficiency had different units, it 367 
was difficult to make these two measurements comparable. Therefore, both of the measures were 368 
converted to US dollar in order to make them comparable. A previous study concluded that the 369 
probability for a traffic conflict to become a real accident was about 0.0001, while the average 370 
cost for each real accident was $56,706 (13). Therefore, the unit cost of each traffic conflict was 371 
computed as $56,706×0.0001, which is $5.67 per conflict. The safety was hence measured in 372 
terms of money as the hourly dilemma conflict cost ($), which can be mathematically 373 
represented by the following equation: 374 

5.67Conflict Hourly Hourly TotalCost C− −= ×      (9) 375 
Where, CostConflict-Hourly = hourly dilemma conflict cost ($); 376 

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average hourly salary in the US was 377 
$20.32/hr, which was equivalent to $0.00564/sec (23). Using this unit cost, the operational 378 
efficiency was measured in terms of money, which was termed as the hourly delay cost ($). 379 
Assuming that the driver was the only person in each vehicle, the hourly delay cost could then be 380 
represented by the following equation. 381 

0.0056Delay Hourly Overall i
i

Cost D Q− = × ×∑      (10) 382 

Where, CostDelay-Hourly = hourly delay cost ($); 383 

Based on these aforementioned models, the objective of the optimization was eventually 384 
determined as minimizing the combined cost of dilemma conflicts and delay. Considering that 385 
the performance of the detection system may vary as traffic volumes vary during different hours 386 
of a day, the optimization objective was specifically defined as minimizing the daily combined 387 
cost of dilemma conflicts and delay. The objective function and the constraint are represented by 388 
the following equation. 389 
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24 24

1 1
( )

(30) (30)
( 2,  ,  (30),  )

1.47 30
 

( ) (30) 30 1.47

i Conflicts Hourly i Delay Hourly
i i

begin end
Downstream begin Upstream

begin Upstream begin

Min Cost Cost

S S
F n t x S x

Subject to
S SpeedLimit X S t

− − − −
= =

+

−
= = = =

×

≤ ≤ + × ×

∑ ∑

    (11) 390 

Where, Costi-Confilcts-Hourly  = hourly dilemma conflict cost during the ith hour of the day ($); 391 
Costi-Delay-Hourly  = hourly delay cost for the ith hour of the day ($); 392 
n    = number of advance detectors; 393 
t    = passage time (sec); 394 
Sbegin(30)  = location of the beginning of the 30mph option zone from stop 395 

line (ft); 396 
Sbegin(30)  = location of the end of the 30mph option zone measured from 397 

stop line (ft); 398 
XDownstream   = location of the downstream detector measured from stop line (ft); 399 
XUpstream   = location of the upstream detector measured from stop line (ft); 400 

 401 
Simulation-based Optimization Test Bed 402 
Microscopic traffic simulation software VISSIM was used in this research for performing the 403 
optimization. For each speed limit, a specific simulation model was built and calibrated. The 404 
signal controller used in the simulation is a NEMA controller operating at fully actuated mode. 405 
Standard dual-ring and two-barrier phasing design was used. To simplify the optimization, only 406 
two phases were designed: through phase on the mainline and through phase on the side street. 407 
The mainline through phases of both directions needed to cross the barrier at the same time, 408 
which indicates that a simultaneous gap-out strategy was used.  409 

TABLE 2 Traffic Volume Setting for Different Hours of a Day 410 
Very Low Volume Low Volume Moderate Volume High Volume Very High Volume 

5 hours 
0,1,2,3,4  

5 hours 
5,20,21,22,23  

7 hours 
6,10,11,12,13,14,19  

5 hours 
7,9,15,16,18 

2 hours 
8,17  

Mainline:  
150 veh/hr/lna 

Mainline:  
250 veh/hr/ln 

Mainline:  
400 veh/hr/ln 

Mainline:  
550 veh/hr/ln 

Mainline:  
750 veh/hr/ln 

Side street: 
100 veh/hr/ln 

Side street: 
200 veh/hr/ln 

Side street: 
300 veh/hr/ln 

Side street: 
500 veh/hr/ln 

Side street: 
650 veh/hr/ln 

a. veh/hr/ln represents vehicles per lane per hour 

The following parameters of the simulation model are calibrated using field observed 411 
data. 412 

• Traffic composition: the traffic on both mainline and side street was composed of 413 
90.3% cars and 9.7% heavy vehicles; 414 

• Driver’s stopping probability model: the parameter values were calibrated by 415 
performing binary logistic regression on the field collected yellow-onset trajectory 416 
data.  417 
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The traffic volume settings in the simulation model varied with the simulated time period of the 418 
day. The detailed settings of the traffic volumes are summarized in Table 2. Note that, the 419 
volumes listed in Table 2 are not actual field data, because specific locations would have site-420 
specific distributions of volumes. They are assumed volumes based on a reasonable distribution 421 
in different periods of a day.   422 
 423 
Optimization Process and Results 424 
According to the objective function represented by Equation (11), the only variable in the 425 
optimization was the location of the upstream detector, which should fall into the interval 426 
[ ( )beginS SpeedLimit , (30) 30 1.47beginS t+ × × ]. Computed using the option zone model (Equation 427 
(3)), the candidate locations of the upstream detector were determined using 5 ft as the interval, 428 
as summarized in Table 3. The location of the downstream detector was fixed at the beginning of 429 
the 30mph option zone for a specific speed limit. Both upstream and downstream detectors are a 430 
small area detector with the size of 6 ft by 6 ft.  431 

For each speed limit, a specific optimal configuration of detectors was generated from the 432 
optimization. Each candidate detector configuration was evaluated by 30 simulation runs for one 433 
specific volume condition. A total of 30×5 simulation runs were therefore required for each 434 
candidate detector configuration because five volume conditions were considered in the 435 
optimization. Each simulation run had a unique random seed, and lasted 600 simulation seconds, 436 
which equaled to 10 simulation minutes. The simulation resolution was set as 5 steps per 437 
simulation second. At each onset of yellow interval, the speed and location of all vehicles that 438 
were traveling on the mainline were exported to the database. The delay of each movement (e.g., 439 
eastbound mainline through) were exported as well at the end of each simulation run. Meanwhile, 440 
the termination status of the green time for each cycle (i.e., max-out or gap-out) was also 441 
exported.  442 

A customized software program developed by the authors was used to access the 443 
outputted database and files by VISSIM. The program computed the Type I dilemma zone and 444 
option zone using Equations (2) and (3) for each vehicle based on the vehicle’s yellow-onset 445 
speed, the 85th percentile speed of the intersection approach, and the duration of yellow interval. 446 
The program hence justified whether this vehicle was in option zone, in Type I dilemma zone, or 447 
not in any zone by examining the vehicle’s yellow-onset location with its computed dilemma 448 
zone.  449 

TABLE 3 Candidate Locations of Advance Detectors for Different Speed Limits 450 
Speed 
Limit 

Candidate 
Upstream Detector  

Location c (ft) 

Downstream Detector 
Location c (ft) 

PT a 

(s) 
Travel Time  

between Two Detectors b  
(sec) 

243 209 0.77 
250 209 0.93 
255 209 1.04 
260 209 1.16 
265 209 1.27 

40 mph 

270 209 

1.4 

1.38 

289 236 1.20 
295 236 1.34 
300 236 1.45 
305 236 1.56 

45 mph 

310 236 

1.7 

1.68 
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349 274 1.70 
355 274 1.84 
360 274 1.95 
365 274 2.06 

50 mph 

371 274 

2.2 

2.20 
408 309 2.24 
413 309 2.36 
418 309 2.47 
423 309 2.59 

55 mph 

428 309 

2.7 

2.70 
a. PT: passage time; b. calculated based on the lowest protected speed of 30 mph; c. location is measured from stop line 

 451 
Moreover, the program computed each vehicle’s DCP and calculated the CHourly-Total for each 452 
simulation run. Note that because each simulation run lasted 10 simulation minutes, the equation 453 
of CHourly-Total, which was originally represented by Equations (7), needs to be modified into the 454 
following form: 455 

10min

6Hourly Total i
i

C DCP− = × ∑        (12) 456 

The average CHourly-Total for the 30 simulation runs was computed for each candidate 457 
detector configuration for a specific volume condition. Therefore, each candidate detector 458 
configuration had five CHourly-Total for the five volume conditions. Similarly, the software program 459 
also computed the DOverall for each simulation run based on Equation (8). The average DOverall for 460 
the 30 simulation runs was computed for each candidate detector configuration for a specific 461 
volume condition. Therefore, each candidate detector configuration had five DOverall for the five 462 
volume conditions as well. Similarly, the average max-out occurrence percentage for each 463 
candidate detector configuration was computed as well. 464 

To convert traffic conflicts and delay into money, the hourly dilemma conflict cost 465 
( Conflict HourlyCost − ) and the hourly delay cost ( Delay HourlyCost − ) for each volume condition were 466 
computed using Equations (9) and (10). Finally, the daily dilemma conflict cost and the daily 467 
delay cost were computed using the following two equations, respectively. 468 

24

1
5 5

7 5 2

i Conflicts Hourly VeryLowVol Conflicts Hourly LowVol Conflicts Hourly
i

ModerateVol Conflicts Hourly HighVol Conflicts Hourly VeryHighVol Conflicts Hourly

Cost Cost Cost

Cost Cost Cost

− − − − − −
=

− − − − − −

= × + ×

+ × + × + ×

∑

    

(13) 469 

 470 
24

1
5 5

7 5 2

i Delay Hourly VeryLowVol Delay Hourly LowVol Delay Hourly
i

ModerateVol Delay Hourly HighVol Delay Hourly VeryHighVol Delay Hourly

Cost Cost Cost

Cost Cost Cost

− − − − − −
=

− − − − − −

= × + ×

+ × + × + ×

∑
    (14) 471 

Where, 
24

1
i Conflicts Hourly

i

Cost − −
=
∑       = the daily dilemma conflict cost ($); 472 

VeryLowVol Conflicts HourlyCost − −   = hourly dilemma conflict cost under very low traffic ($); 473 

LowVol Conflicts HourlyCost − −  = hourly dilemma conflict cost under low traffic ($); 474 

ModerateVol Conflicts HourlyCost − − = hourly dilemma conflict cost under moderate traffic ($); 475 
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HighVol Conflicts HourlyCost − −     = hourly dilemma conflict cost under high traffic ($); 476 

VeryHighVol Conflicts HourlyCost − − = hourly dilemma conflict cost under very high traffic ($); 477 

VeryLowVol Delay HourlyCost − −    = hourly delay cost under very low traffic ($); 478 

LowVol Delay HourlyCost − −         = hourly delay cost under low traffic ($); 479 

ModerateVol Delay HourlyCost − −    = hourly delay cost under moderate traffic ($); 480 

HighVol Delay HourlyCost − −        = hourly delay cost under high traffic ($); 481 

VeryHighVol Delay HourlyCost − −    = hourly delay cost under very high traffic ($). 482 

Similarly, the daily average max-out occurrence percentage was also computed for each 483 
candidate location of the upstream detector using the following equation. 484 

5 5 7

5 2
Maxout Maxout VeryLowVol Maxout LowVol Maxout ModerateVol

Maxout HighVol Maxout VeryHighVol

P P P P

P P
− − −

− −

= × + × + ×

+ × + ×
     (15) 485 

Where, MaxoutP    = daily average max-out occurrence percentage (%); 486 

Maxout VeryLowVolP −  = max-out occurrence percentage under very low traffic (%); 487 

Maxout LowVolP −     = max-out occurrence percentage under low traffic (%); 488 

Maxout ModerateVolP −  = max-out occurrence percentage under moderate traffic (%); 489 

Maxout HighVolP −     = max-out occurrence percentage under high traffic ($); 490 

Maxout VeryHighVolP −  = max-out occurrence percentage under very high traffic ($). 491 

 The results of the optimization were based on assessing the daily combined cost of 492 
dilemma conflicts and delay. The candidate detector configuration that had the lowest daily 493 
combined cost of dilemma conflicts and delay among all the candidates of the speed limit was 494 
determined as the optimal one for the specific speed limit. Table 4 summarizes the results of the 495 
optimization for the four different speed limits, with the optimal configuration identified for each 496 
speed limit.  497 

TABLE 4 Optimization results and optimal configuration for each speed limit. 498 
Candidate Detector 

Configuration Speed 
Limit Upstream 

Detector 
Downstream 

Detector 

Daily   
Delay  
Cost   
($) 

Daily  
Dilemma 

Conflict Cost   
($) 

Daily  
Combined  

Cost   
($) 

Daily Average 
Max-out  

Occurrence 
Percentage (%) 

243 209 $2,280.30 $47.28 $2,327.58 0.49% 
250 209 $2,289.91 $12.65 $2,302.56 0.45% 
255* 209* $2,289.71 $7.32 $2,297.03a 0.42% 
260 209 $2,303.37 $4.53 $2,307.90 0.55% 
265 209 $2,317.96 $5.30 $2,323.26 0.62% 

40 
mph 

270 209 $2,333.40 $5.07 $2,338.47 0.63% 
289 236 $2,375.00 $34.54 $2,409.54 0.45% 
295 236 $2,372.56 $22.75 $2,395.31 0.53% 
300 236 $2,380.83 $16.62 $2,397.45 0.59% 
305 236 $2,377.16 $13.14 $2,390.30 0.64% 

45 
mph 

310* 236* $2,374.22 $7.53 $2,381.75 a 0.68% 
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349* 274* $2,500.33 $35.61 $2,535.95 a 2.68% 
355 274 $2,522.24 $24.96 $2,547.20 3.05% 
360 274 $2,535.05 $22.70 $2,557.75 3.61% 
365 274 $2,540.99 $23.33 $2,564.33 4.22% 

50 
mph 

371 274 $2,553.46 $18.52 $2,571.97 4.86% 
408 309 $2,548.71 $33.75 $2,582.46 3.91% 
413* 309* $2,550.48 $29.82 $2,580.30 a 4.38% 
418 309 $2,567.36 $24.92 $2,592.28 4.52% 
423 309 $2,579.16 $19.98 $2,599.15 5.27% 

55 
mph 

428 309 $2,573.70 $21.17 $2,594.87 5.85% 
* denotes the optimal detector configuration for the speed limit; a refers to the lowest value in the column for the speed limit. 

 499 
Evaluation of the Optimal Advance Detector Configurations 500 
In this section, the optimal advance detector configuration was evaluated through comparison 501 
with four classic detector configurations, i.e., Beirele, Bonneson, SSITE, and Winston-Salem 502 
configurations (2, 16), which have been recommended by FHWA or widely used in the nation.  503 

Before the comparison, the four classic configurations were evaluated using the 504 
simulation test bed. Microscopic simulation models of these classic configurations were built in 505 
VISSIM. Thirty 600-second simulation runs were then performed for each classic configuration 506 
under each traffic volume condition summarized in Table 2. The daily dilemma conflict cost, 507 
daily delay cost, and daily average max-out occurrence percentage were hence computed for 508 
each classic configuration.  509 

Table 5 summarizes the comparison results for speed limits of 40mph and 50mph, while 510 
Figure 4 depicts the comparisons using graphic presentation.  511 
 512 
TABLE 5 Comparison between the classic configurations and the optimal configuration  513 

Speed 
Limit 

Detector 
Configuration 

 

Daily 
Delay Cost 

($) 

Daily 
Dilemma 

Conflict Cost 
($) 

Daily 
Combined Cost 

($) 

Daily Average Max-
out 

Occurrence 
Percentage 

(%) 

Beirele $2,431.95 $507.25 $2,939.20 5.04% 
Bonneson $2,601.57 $52.23 $2,653.80 6.95% 

SSITE $2,915.21 $198.99 $3,114.21 35.06% 
Winston-Salem $2,293.41 $567.57 $2,860.98 0.73% 

40 
mph 

Optimal $2,289.71 a $7.32 a $2,297.03 a 0.42% a 
Beirele $2,571.80 $210.11 $2,781.90 10.03% 

Bonneson $2,773.40 $44.56 $2,817.97 19.22% 
SSITE $2,917.84 $98.25 $3,016.09 40.60% 

Winston-Salem $2,381.34 a $218.59 $2,599.93 3.17% 

50 
mph 

Optimal $2,500.33 $35.61 a $2,535.95 a 2.68% a 
a denotes the lowest value in the column for the speed limit 

 514 
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 515 
(a) 516 

 517 
(b) 518 

 519 
(c) 520 
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 521 
(d) 522 

FIGURE 4 Comparison of different advance detector configurations 523 
Under the speed limit of 40 mph, the optimal configuration had the lowest daily dilemma 524 

conflict cost. The number was much lower when compared with other classic configurations. 525 
This fact revealed that for the 40mph speed limit, the optimal configuration was much safer than 526 
the classic configurations. Tied with Winston-Salem configuration, the optimal configuration 527 
also had the lowest daily delay cost. It indicated that the optimal configuration was the most 528 
operational efficient configuration among all configurations. Moreover, the optimal 529 
configuration was also the configuration that had the lowest daily average max-out occurrence 530 
percentage. All these ensured the optimal configuration to have the lowest daily combined cost 531 
among all configurations.  532 

Under the speed limit of 50 mph, the optimal configuration had much lower daily 533 
dilemma conflict cost compared with any of the four classic configurations, which meant the 534 
optimal configuration was the safest one among all configurations. For the operational efficiency, 535 
the optimal configuration ranked the second behind Winston-Salem configuration by having the 536 
second lowest daily delay cost. However, Winston-Salem configuration sacrificed its safety 537 
performance to achieve a better operational efficiency, which was reflective of its highest daily 538 
dilemma conflict cost among all configurations. Moreover, the optimal configuration was least 539 
likely to max out among all configurations. From an overall perspective, the optimal 540 
configuration also had the lowest daily combined cost under the speed limit of 50mph.  541 
 542 

CONCLUSIONS 543 
The excellent performance of the optimal configuration in the evaluation suggested that the 544 
proposed optimization was effective in generating desirable detector configurations that can 545 
minimize the combined cost of safety and delay. When compared with any of the four classic 546 
configurations, the proposed alternative advance detector configuration had a lower safety cost, a 547 
lower combined daily cost, and a lower occurrence rate of max-out. These facts sufficiently 548 
validated the alternative advance detector configuration in terms of providing effective and 549 
efficient protection to vehicles at high speed signalized intersections.  550 

The achievement of the excellent performance was majorly benefited from the following 551 
aspects: 552 
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• Designed for option zone protection: the dynamic option zone model was found to 553 
estimate the actual dilemma zone most accurately among all available dilemma zone 554 
models.  555 

• Safety priority: the design criteria assured that there is no compromise of safety;  556 
• Selection of proper design goal: the design goal was to carry vehicles through the 557 

option zone rather than to the stop line, which enhanced the operational efficiency 558 
while not compromising any safety; and, 559 

• Based on accurate option zone locations: the option zone model had dynamic 560 
contributing factor values, and was developed based on field-collected vehicle 561 
trajectory data. It was well reflective of the real-world conditions.  562 

In conclusion, the superiority of the option zone based detector configuration has been 563 
proved through this research. Future research will be focused on the optimization of the yellow 564 
interval as well as the passage time in order to continuously improve the overall performance of 565 
the option zone based detector configurations. 566 
 567 
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